Celebrity
Wedding
News:
Hilary Swank Is Engaged to BF
Ruben Torres
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Marriage is all about the love. In celebrity wedding news,
Hilary Swank and her tennis coach boyfriend, Ruben Torres, are
happily engaged. According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity
couple disclosed their engagement on Instagram on Tuesday,
March 22. American actress and producer, 41, Swank said on
Snapchat, “Went on a hike and this happened! I am so happy to
share with you all, the engagement to my dear Ruben.
#Engaged.” Swank has a beautiful and gigantic vintage rock on
her finger that she displayed in her snap with her soon-to-be
husband Torres by her side in athletic apparel. The celebrity

couple have been in a celebrity relationship since 2015.

There’s another celebrity wedding
in the works in Hollywood! What are
some ways to make your marriage
proposal personal and unique?
Cupid’s Advice:
A marriage proposal does not carry any special requirements
such as what one should wear, the time it should take place,
or even the location. You have full control of your marriage
proposal, so why not make it a personal and unique one? Cupid
has some advice for you:
1. Pop the question with a unique ring: Make it more personal,
and get creative with the engagement ring. Swank received a
green vintage ring from Torres, which added a personal touch.
Step out of the box, and be creative with it!
Related Link: Hilary Swank and John Campisi Split
2. Plan an unforgettable vacation: Take a random trip to
another state, or even fly out of the country. Have nothing,
but fun and forget about the stress that is back home. Make it
a spontaneous and memorable trip.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: 3 Ways to Handle Unmet
Expectations in Marriage
3. Propose with art: If you’re pretty artsy, paint a picture
of you proposing to your significant other and give it to
them. Design the background with themes that you know they
love. If you don’t know how to draw or paint, then get someone
to do it for you!
What are some other ways a marriage proposal can be personal

and unique? Share with us below!

